
 

Description

 

Product Name Customized Durable Two Tier Bicycle Parking Rack/Double Decker Bike Stand
Material  carbon steel
 Size 2220*3200*1270mm
 Capacity  2-10 bikes(According to customer need)
 Finish  hot-galvanized
 Packing  Normal packing
 MOQ  50pcs
 OEM/ODM  offered
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Features:

 

A Two Tier Bicycle Parking Rack, also known as a double-decker bike rack or vertical bike rack, offers
several advantages compared to traditional single-layer bike racks. Here are some advantages of a two-
layer bike rack:

 

Space efficiency: Two-layer bike racks maximize vertical space by allowing you to store two
bikes, one above the other, using the same footprint as a single bike. This is particularly beneficial
when you have limited floor space or need to store multiple bikes in a compact area.

https://www.chinabikerack.com/products/High-Quality-Two-Tier-Bicycle-Rack-Double-Decker-Bike-Rack.html


Increased bike capacity: With a two-layer bike rack, you can store twice as many bikes
compared to a single-layer rack. This is advantageous for households, bike shops, offices, or any
other location where multiple bikes need to be stored in a limited space.

Easy accessibility: Most two-layer bike racks are designed with a user-friendly mechanism
that allows you to easily load and unload bikes from both the upper and lower levels. This ensures
convenient access to any bike in the rack without having to move other bikes out of the way.

Secure storage: Two-layer bike racks typically incorporate secure locking systems or
mechanisms to keep your bikes safe and prevent theft. Many racks have individual locking points
for each bike, providing added security and peace of mind.

Organization and aesthetics: By utilizing vertical space, a two-layer bike rack helps
keep your storage area tidy and organized. Bikes are neatly stacked, creating a cleaner and more
aesthetically pleasing environment compared to bikes scattered around or leaning against walls.

Damage prevention: Two-layer bike racks often come with padded or cushioned contact
points to protect the bikes' frames and wheels from scratches or dents. This feature helps maintain
the condition of your bikes over time.

Versatility: Two-layer bike racks can accommodate a variety of bike types, including different
frame sizes, styles, and wheel diameters. Adjustable hooks or arms on the rack allow for
customization and flexibility in storing various bike configurations.

Easy assembly and installation: Many two-layer bike racks are designed for easy
assembly and installation. They often come with clear instructions and the necessary hardware for
mounting, allowing you to set up the rack quickly and hassle-free.

 

FAQ

 

1.Can you print our logo on the products?

- Yes, of course. Just give us your logo image and tell us your requirements, your logo will be perfectly
shown on it.

2.Can we make our own design on the packaging?

- Sure, most of our clients are using their self-designed packaging.

3.If we can make some change to your products?



- Customization is welcomed! We are glad to assist you in making the products better and we will protect
your design.

4.What's your lead time?

- Normally 7 working days for sample, 30 working days for mass production.

 


